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About This Game

Devoid of all memory, a small pierrot awakens early one Oktober morning, down by an abandoned railway line. Help him
navigate his mysterious world, but beware, for the further he wanders from the rigid safety of the railroad, the more unsettling his

surroundings become. . .

Genre: exploration/adventure
Game length: 6-8 hours

Ages: 12+

Gameplay:

Railroad tracks is a 2D exploration based adventure game about a lonely circus artist who has fallen into amnesia. The goal of
the game is to recover his lost memories. As you progress through his surreal twilight world, certain events and areas evoke

vivid episodes of involuntary recollection that recall his unsettling past. And what are those demons that lurk around?

Game instrutions:

Movement: arrow keys
Enter/Exit Menu: [X]

Select/Save: [C]
Fullscreen: [Alt] + [Enter]

Once collected, memories can be selected from the in-game menu in order to transport Pierrot back to the place where the
memory was initially found. After collecting all 16 memories, endgame is unlocked.

And if you are ever lost, remember: just follow the railroad tracks. . .
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Title: Railroad Tracks
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG
Developer:
socah development
Publisher:
socah
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018
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GLOBAL UPDATE:

Hi guys, during these days you will update!. Photographs has a release date!:
Good news everybody - Photographs is being released on the 3rd April

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zbQODp2WBq8

I hope youre as excited as i am! :)

Luca
. 【TITAN SLAYER ULTRA PACK】Extend one more week to get a chance this special deal!!:

[/imgEver since we had released【TITAN SLAYER ULTRA PACK】, people love this pack so we decided to extend one more
week until Nov 27th (TUE) 10AM(PST).
It is a great deal for everyone!!]. 3.22.1.0 Update Notes:

Holiday Update:. Dog couple 3 is released!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1051981/Dog_couple_3/. NEKO-NIN LOVE +PLUS Coming Soon!:
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We have great news for our fans who enjoyed the NEKO-NIN series! The catgirls are back in Love +PLUS and it's coming
soon to Steam in English and Chinese! This title includes four mini stories for the characters Yura, Tama, Ritsu, and Maya!
We're currently sending the game through QA so please look forward to a release date coming soon~ By the way the Steam page
is up so hit that wishlist button now!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1027130/NEKONIN_exHeart_2_Love_PLUS/. Helium Rain 1.3.1 hotfix released:
We've released the 1.3.1 hotfix to Helium Rain to account for two new issues.

 Fix failure to start on Linux devices

 Fix mod launcher failing to start while not logged on to Steam

We're also investigating some crash reports. We'll have more news on mod support soon too !. MY BROTHER RABBIT
NOW AVAILABLE!:
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TIME TO EMBARK ON A GREAT JOURNEY OF IMAGINATION!. Thy Sword Thy Sword is on sale -50 %! Happy
Holidays.:
Hello swordslingers,

The holidays are upon us. Winter is coming.
Take it easy, relax, chop some goblin heads.
However you wish to celebrate the holidays and the new year.

All the best,

/GamePhase
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.
 SiNKR is a MomoCon 2018 Indie Game Awards finalist:
SiNKR is one of the 20 finalists for the MomoCon 2018 Indie Game Awards! This is thrilling news! Come say hello and give
SiNKR a play at MomoCon in Atlanta this May.

The fourth annual MomoCon Indie Game Awards Showcase will honor its top 20 finalists at MomoCon 2018, taking place
Thursday – Sunday, May 24 – 27, 2018 at the Georgia World Congress Center in Atlanta. More than 35,000 unique attendees
are expected at the show, where the developers will exhibit their games on the largest gaming exhibition floor in the southeast
United States.

"The creativity and dedication we see in these submissions every year continues to amaze me,” says Chris Stuckey, CEO,
MomoCon. “All of our finalists are titles to watch, and our judges, industry luminaries including Rami Ismail and editors from
distinguished publications like IGN, Destructoid and Kotaku, will be hard-pressed to narrow this list down to five.”

More details and the full list of games[www.gamasutra.com]
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